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Digital Dossier 

New imaging technologies have revolutionized the age-old 
scientific tasks of observation and classification. And for James 
Carpenter, a curator in the Division of Invertebrate Zoology, 
they’ve opened up a new way of seeing.
 Dr. Carpenter is tracing the ancestry of various wasps, which 
he does by examining the insects’ physical features to identify 
them and place them in their evolutionary context. His lab’s 
current project, funded by the National Science Foundation, is to 
reconstruct the phylogeny, or evolutionary history, of Vespinae, a 
subfamily of wasps consisting of hornets and yellowjackets.
 Carpenter’s methods include photomontage—essentially 
digital photography—which allows him to stack images to focus 
on specific features. A side-view of the abdomen of an oriental  
hornet (left), part of the ongoing exhibition Picturing Science: 
Museum Scientists and Imaging Technologies now on view in 
the Akeley Gallery and curated by Curator Mark Siddall, uses 
this technique to bring selected areas into sharp focus. These 
snapshots enable Carpenter to place the insect in the tree of life.
 His lab also uses a variety of high-tech microscopes, including 
an environmental scanning electron microscope. This instrument 
highlights minuscule features without destroying the specimen, 
as often happened with earlier versions of the technology. Once 
Carpenter has the traits, he plugs the data into a computer 
program that synthesizes them at rapid speed.
 Another imaging project of the lab involves putting 
photographs of the Museum’s collection of 1,200 wasp  
nests—the world’s largest—online so that researchers worldwide 
can study them. Details of nest architecture will aid Vespinae’s 
reconstruction as well—and sometimes, it’s the most basic 
evidence that counts. “Wasp nests have a certain development, 
much like the ontogeny of an organism,” Carpenter says. “Early 
stages are widely shared across many taxa.” By analyzing a nest 
that was never finished or a fragment from the base of a nest, 
scientists can learn more about its former inhabitants’ broader 
relationship to the rest of the family. 
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Each of the 41 intriguing 
images in the exhibition 
Picturing Science :  
Museum Scientists and 
Imaging Technologies  
tells a fascinating  
story about research  
or conservation projects 
and cutting-edge tools. 
Here are four snapshots. 



Tibetan deity figures were analyzed as part of the Museum’s conservation efforts. 
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Pop Rocks

To the average person, meteorites look like black or occasionally 
brown lumps of rock from space.
 But Denton Ebel’s new computer program transforms them into 
a kaleidoscope of colors that holds clues to the early solar system.
 Dr. Ebel, curator in the Department of Earth and Planetary 
Sciences, uses an electron microprobe—what he calls “the 
workhorse” of the meteorite lab—to send a beam of electrons 
across a specimen. Spectrometers built into the machine 
measure the x-rays emitted by each excited element, and then 
the computer program, written by Ebel, generates a color-coded 
map of each element in the meteorite. 
 “They’re not just pretty pictures,” says Ebel of the Warhol-
esque montage of meteorites featured in Picturing Science 
(on the cover; a detail below). “We’re getting quantitative 
information from qualitative information. Maps are qualitative 
since they’re not giving you a robust chemical analysis. But once 
you do the mapping, you can go back with the probe for a very 
specific chemical composition.”

Conserve and Protect

For the past year, a 7-foot-tall totem of an eagle has towered over 
the well-ordered tables of the Museum’s Objects Conservation 
Lab, the special department within the Division of Anthropology 
charged with protecting its collections for future study.
 “This is one of the smaller totem poles,” says Director of 
Conservation Judith Levinson, whose team is in the process of 
preserving the totem poles and other large carvings from the 
Hall of Northwest Coast Indians with support from the Institute 
for Museum and Library Services and the Stockman Family 
Foundation. The tallest of these never leave the hall, where they 
must be laid horizontally, like patients on a table. Conservators then 
remove pinpoint-sized samples for examination with a microscope 
and UV illumination in the lab, allowing them to see layers of 
coatings, paint, and dirt—the history of previous restoration efforts.
 The totem pole project is just one of the most recent examples 
of the lab’s wide-ranging activities. Levinson’s team routinely 
surveys the Museum’s collections to decide which specimens 
and artifacts need urgent care. 
 “We usually do not try to bring objects back to their original 
condition,” explains Levinson. For instance, alterations related 
to ceremonial use would be left untouched. But if something 
occurred after the object’s arrival at the Museum—even a well-
intentioned, but misinformed, attempt by a previous restorer—the 
team has a decision to make. 
 “We may attempt to reverse it, as it may distort the real 
appearance of the artifact,” says Levinson. In the case of the 
looming eagle in the lab, the conservators have adjusted the angle 
of its head to match that seen in an early photograph of the totem 
in situ in British Columbia.
 In all of their efforts, the team looks not only to preserve the 
past, but also to preserve for the future. While working on a 
collection of metal Tibetan figures, one of which is featured in 
Picturing Science, Levinson’s team discovered that many of the 
coatings on the copper alloy sculptures were not merely soot, 
as previously assumed, but also plant extracts and oil-based 
lacquers, which gave the team crucial clues about libations in 
ceremonial rituals and other details. Thanks to this information, 
future conservators will know not to clean off a crucial part of the 
life histories of these objects.

Prokaryotic Partners 

While researching bacteria found in blood-feeding leeches, 
Associate Curator Susan Perkins and Curator Mark Siddall have 
conducted fieldwork around the world, from French Guiana to 
South Africa. 
 But one of their most exciting discoveries took place in a 
Museum lab 10 years ago. DNA sequencing revealed that the 
symbiotic bacteria in turtle leeches belong to a group of bacteria 
that were previously found only in plants or as pathogens. As 
leeches have evolved and diversified, they’ve forged unique 
partnerships with bacteria at least three different times.
 Dr. Perkins and Dr. Siddall confirmed they had sequenced 
the correct DNA using a technique called fluorescence in situ 
hybridization, or FISH. This method involves applying fluorescent 
DNA probes to thin slices of tissue that light up in the case of 
a DNA match. FISH also showed that symbiotic bacteria were 
present in young leeches that had never fed on blood, “suggesting 
the leeches pass the bacteria directly to their offspring,” explains 
Siddall. Images of glowing bacterial populations in leeches can be 
seen as part of Picturing Science. 
 “A leech couldn’t be a leech without its bacteria,” says Perkins. 
“And humans couldn’t be humans without their bacteria. These 
technologies give us a bird’s-eye view of some of the organisms 
we take for granted.” 
 Siddall continues to explore these fascinating relationships 
along with Sebastian Kvist, a student at the Richard Gilder 
Graduate School. The researchers are studying the evolutionary 
history of these partnerships and also trying to determine 
whether bacteria provide their leech hosts with essential 
vitamins. They now have a new tool that promises to help answer 
questions that still remain: a next-generation DNA sequencer 
called a pyrosequencer, which arrived at the Museum’s Sackler 
Institute for Comparative Genomics this fall. Sackler Institute 
Director George Amato says it will allow Museum scientists to 
“complete in days what would have once taken a year.”

A technique called FISH causes bacteria in an adult hippopotamus leech to glow.

 Since the mineral makeup of a meteorite can vary greatly 
throughout the specimen, often the only way to understand these 
objects’ 4.5-billion-year-old histories is to slice the specimens 
like loaves of bread using a thin wire saw, about the width 
of a fine human hair.
 But the Museum’s new CT scanner, which images specimens 
in three dimensions, eases the stress of carving up the oldest 
objects in the solar system. Thanks to this instrument, Ebel can 
locate areas of interest before putting the meteorite to the blade. 
He can, as he says with a relieved smile, “cut with intelligence 
and foreknowledge.” 

Join Curator Mark Siddall on a behind-the-scenes tour of Picturing Science 
on January 19. For details, see page 14.

The presentation of Picturing Science is made possible by the 
generosity of the Arthur Ross Foundation.

A computer program generates color-coded maps to represent the chemical elements of meteorite specimens. 


